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Abstract 
As hadron machines approach higher beam intensity 

and operational power levels, issues such as machine 
activation caused by beam loss, machine protection and 
machine availability become more critical concerns. The 
operational experience of the high power, high intensity 
facilities in these areas is compared. 

INTRODUCTION 
This working group covered commissioning and 

operational developments of high intensity hadron 
devices. On the commissioning front, the primary 
development was the initial operation of the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC), with unprecedented beam energy 
and stored energy concerns. On the operational front, high 
power operation is a common theme, with mega-Watt 
beam operation at the PSI and SNS facilities, and 
operation at the 100’s kW level at LANSCE, ISIS, J-
PARC and FNAL. The high energy frontier at LHC faces 
unique challenges in machine protection issues, with the 
complex collimation schemes working well over the 
course of the commissioning. The high power facilities 
also have concerns with machine protection, as well as 
residual activation from uncontrolled beam loss, and 
machine reliability.  The experience of the major facilities 
in these areas is summarized below. Details of each of the 
session contributions are presented in the individual 
papers. In this summary, we concentrate rather on the 
common themes. 

COMMISSIONING 
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN commissioned 

beam over the past year. Preparations have provided a 
smooth start for commissioning and initial operation. 
Beams were circulating within 6 hours, initial collisions 
within three days, and stable collisions in about two 
weeks. The initial commissioning was done with low 
intensity beam, to accommodate setup of the machine 
protection and collimation systems, with no beam 
crossing. At the time of the workshop 150 bunches (10 
MJ) had been accumulated, and 400 bunches (30 MJ) are 
expected by year’s end. This is to be compared to a design 
of 360 MJ stored energy.  To date the protective measures 
are working well and no magnet quenches from beam loss 
have occurred. The average store time is 8 hrs. An 
unexpected observation is occasional unexpected fast 
local beam loss events, possibly caused by from beam 
scattering. These events are not well understood yet. 

LHC Collimation 
A key component of LHC operation at unprecedented 

stored energy levels is a complex collimation system 
designed to protect the beamline devices (e.g. prevent 
superconducting magnet system from quenching).  The 
collimation configuration process is empirically 
determined for a given beam setup, with complex pre-
programmed algorithms following the beam through the 
ramp stages. Many interlocks are required to assure the 
machine protection (order 104). The collimation setup 
time requires about one week, but this is not expected to 
hinder LHC progress. The present setup was used for 
about three months. Repeatability of the collimation 
position control is critical, with tolerances on the order of 
only 10 μm.  Of interest is certainly the fact that the 
measured collimation efficiency is close to the calculated 
predictions.  

HIGH POWER FACILITIES 
In contrast to the LHC colliding stored beam facility, 

high power accelerator facilities have much lower 
instantaneous stored beam energy. However the high 
power facilities continuously accelerate beam and have 
higher peak and average beam powers. Concerns for high 
power facilities include protecting equipment from 
sudden damage caused by errant conditions in which 
beam hits equipment, protection against excessive build-
up of residual activation, and protection of the 
environment (e.g. ground-water contamination). Also 
many high power facilities are user facilities, with high 
reliability expectations. Machine availability and 
operational aspects are discussed. 

Machine Protection Systems 
There are many commonalities amongst the protection 

systems that have evolved in the high power accelerator 
community. All facilities have some sort of “tune-up” 
machine protection system. This sort of configuration 
allows beam operation with higher fractional beam loss 
than would be permitted in full power mode, yet restricts 
the beam operation to a lower power mode (such as 
reduced current, pulse length and/or repetition rate). This 
mode of operation is useful for beam studies, and critical 
for initial beam commissioning.  Also, all facilities 
employ redundant beam shut-off mechanisms to ensure 
shutting of the beam even in the case of a failure of one of 
the mechanisms. Another commonality of machine 
protection systems is some sort of by-pass control 
mechanism. Systems are never perfect, and sometimes 
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increments in power levels (10s of percent), based on 
beam loss measurements.  

Availability 
Beam availability is defined as the time beam is 

provided divided by the planned beam-on time. Typically 
availability is reported for periods of ~ one year, to avoid 
influences of singular long down time events and to 
accurately capture a statistically meaningful period. Some 
recent annual machine availabilities are SNS – 86%, PSI- 
85 to 90%, ISIS – 88% (average 1998-2008), 
LANSCE/Lujan centre – 85%, FNAL – 95% (Main Ring 
only), and J-PARC – 92% (annual average not available 
for J-PARC, this is for 5 recent runs). It is quite difficult 
to exceed 90% availability for extended periods with high 
power machines, and also operate more than 5000 
hours/year. PSI and ISIS have approached this level, but 
no high power facilities have been able to maintain > 90% 
availability for any extended period of years. All facilities 
tend to have lower availability at the start of extended run 
periods and the consensus is that longer runs with fewer 
scheduled extended maintenance periods are preferable, if 
possible.  

Another operational consideration is the time to restore 
a well tuned high power beam after an extended outage. 
Typical start-up periods are SNS: ~ 1 week, LANSCE: ~ 
3-4 weeks, PSI: ~ 2 weeks, FNAL: 2-3 days, ISIS: ~ 1 
week per month of down-time. 

Operational Hours 
The number of hours these machines operate in a 

production mode annually varies widely, and often is 
funding limited. As examples, the past year PSI operated 
5600 hrs (64% of the year), SNS operated 4900 hours 
(56% of the year) and LANSCE/Lujan operated 3300 
hours (funding limited). For the case of SNS, the 
remaining fraction of the year was spent in maintenance 
and upgrades (30%), beam studies and monthly 
maintenance (10%) and start-up (3%). 

Loss Tuning 
A final mention is needed on the subject of loss tuning. 

For high power, high intensity machines, beam loss is a 
primary driver in machine setup, and often a limitation on 
the attainable power. It is common among the high power 
facilities to do “loss based tuning”. This is a description 
of adjusting magnet, and RF settings to empirically 
reduce the beam loss. Typically, model based methods are 
initially used to configure the machine setup, at lower 
power levels. Then loss based empirical tuning is 
employed to reach levels deemed suitable for high power 
operations. The reasons these typically slight adjustments 
help reduce beam loss are not fully understood, but given 
the very small fractional beam losses being affected (10-4 
to 10-6), this is perhaps not surprising. 
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